
1. No bait boats to be used.
2. 3 Rods max
3. 2 Rods max stalking fishing.
4. Minimum 42” /116cm Landing net arm size must be used
5. Unhooking matt minimum size 60cm x 100cm 
6. All landing nets, unhooking mats and slings etc must be dry when arriving at the lake.
7.7. Retainer sling or carp sack to be used for 30 mins max to prepare for photos etc.
8. Minimum line dimension of 0,35mm to be used.
9. No fixed lead rigs 
10. No double hook rigs
11. No hooks under size 6 or Treble hooks.
12. No un-attended rods, max distance 15 metres from your rods at any time when they are in the water.
13. Maximum 2 anglers fishing per swim
14.14. No drugs, excessive alcohol or loud music.
15. No shouting or aggressive behavior.
16. No use of the row boat, only to be used by Club members only in exceptional circumstances.
17. No littering, you are responsible for your swim, any rubbish found in your swim is deemed yours.
18. No cutting of trees or branchs around the lake. (natura 2000 område)
19. Fires to be kept to a minimum and on the designated areas in each swim if available.
20. Stalking only in daylight hours and only if the swim opposite is free.
21.21. No carp to be removed from the lake dead or alive, all fish must be returned alive.
22. If you need the toilet, please walk 50metres into the woods away from the lake, dig a hole and bury after 
including paper.

We have the right to change the rules to benefit the lake at any time, thank you for respecting the rules 
and we hope you have a fantastic fishing season on Kärrsjön

MVH - Kärrsjön Club members

Here are the rules for fishing in Kärrsjön, anyone who violates these rules will receive a warning or be 
asked to leave the lake depending on which rule is broken.

The rules are there to maintain the environment for everyone who uses it and to create a better experience 
for all anglers.
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